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The terrain of Cuyahoga Valley National Park
(CVNP) is diverse and often rugged. River terraces,
steep valley walls, meandering streams, ravines,
waterfalls, and rock ledges all give texture to the
valley. The geologic evidence found in these features
tells of seas, glaciers, and rivers that have all left an
imprint on the land.

Geographic Setting

Rock, Ice, and Rive
Bedrock, glaciers, and rushing rivers—geologic
stories of a place do not involve one chapter. Instead
multiple events have shaped and reshaped the land.
By studying the modern landscape, we can trace the
story of what happened.

CVNP sits where two major
regions of North America
meet. Here, the final influences
of Appalachian mountain-
building give way to the vast
plains. Most of CVNP falls on
the Appalachian's Allegheny
Plateaus; however, its northern-
tip crosses onto the plains.

The transition is not easily
noticed in the park, but can
be dramatic nearby. The
Portage and Allegheny

escarpments—broken
lines of steep
hills—mark
the edge of
the plateau

and offer striking views of Cleveland
and Lake Erie.

CVNP also sits near a north-south
continental water divide, found south of
the park in Akron. Rivers north of the
divide flow to Lake Erie and the Atlantic

-Ocean. Rivers south.x)f the divide-flaw lo-
the Ohio River and the Gulf of Mexico.
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Layers of sedimentary rock, hardened
from materials left by ancient seas and

"sfreams, creafe~tne park's bedrock, i
oldest rocks rest at the bottom, with
successively younger layers on top.
Between 410 and 286 million years old,
the bedrock dates from the Paleozoic Era.

The Cuyahoga River is often credited for
carving its namesake valley. Yet it was
not the first river to sculpt the park's
bedrock. Before glaciers buried its work,
an ancestral river cut a deep valley near
the current Cuyahoga Valley. This river
flowed to the now extinct Erigan River,

CVNP's most common bedrock includes
Bedford Shale, formed by sea deposits,
and Berea Sandstone, probably created
by slow-moving streams. They can be
seen at Brandywine Falls, where the
fiard^^hdsf^e caps the x^terfall. 1 he
highly textured Sharon Conglomerate,
formed from sand and quartz pebbles
carried here by ancient streams, crops
out at the spectacular Ritchie Ledges.

an east-west river that mirrored the shore
of Lake Erie's current location. The
ancestral river system created a rugged
landscape, similar to that now found
in southeast Ohio beyond the reach of
glacier's smoothing influence.




